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Context!
• Starts from the point of German history continuing post 1945 - not a given!
• Munich games most remembered for terrorist attack by PLO against the Israeli team!
• First major televised terrorist attack - 800 million viewers - turned into a semi fictional 

account in Spielberg's Munich!
• A documentary "One Day in September" places blame with Germany rather than Israeli/

Palestinian politics. Many factual inaccuracies in suggesting the GDR was involved!
• A combination of Jewish victims and German bystanders creates a powerful narrative. 

But how were these events received in Germany at the time? These events fit into 
German's "second history of national socialism" !

• The ways the events were received on 5th November show a transitional point in 
German relationship with its past. Allowed a discourse of identification of the German 
state with the victims. Changed the German view of the past.!

• In 1950s German view of the past had focused more on German suffering rather than the 
suffering of others. Willy Brandt explains his concerns that the 72 Olympics would have a 
negative impact on Germany!

• 1972 were a key set of games for West Germany - games were supposed to show 
rebirth of Germany in the western world. They were supposed to be a break point from 
the 1936 games. Other fascist countries had been given opportunities to host games 
much earlier. Also first games where GDR took part since war. !

• Officially, BRD did not recognise the DDR at all - would not have engaged in any 
communication - saw east Germany as a soviet occupied zone - illegitimate. Only a 
relaxation of this stance and a move into detente meant that the athletes and others 
were not arrested durian the games. Shows the shift from rejection in 1965 when DDR 
applied to the detente by 1972. !!

Planning the Games!
• Brandt from 1969 sought to show off a new, relaxed and modern Germany. In 60s, there 

were efforts made to engage with the Nazi past, however there was also another trend 
"technocracy without memory" a belief in the ability to plan and shape society without 
reference to the past. Also seen in UK under Wilson. The beginning of a new period of 
German history.!

• Brandt also realised that Germans had to acknowledge the Nazi past - "never again". 
First ever commemoration of the end of war 8th May 1970. Nazi past not supposed to 
impact on the 72 games however.!

• Aim of the games organisers to show german change since 1945 - the past important by 
its absence. Brandt in particular kept a low profile politically at this point despite going for 
re election!

• The GDR attacked the choice of Munich as a link to the Nazi past, yet they still became 
involved in the games in an attempt to show the superiority of Communism!



• The Munich games therefore needed to be heavily stage managed but to appear that 
they were not - a deliberate attempt to break with the 36 Olympics. The Munich games 
also aimed to be less gigantic in scale - more humble. They also aimed to play down the 
militaristic organisation as seen in Berlin - more relaxed and easy going.!

• The games employed Otl Aicher (a key modernist) to create a modern and aesthetic set 
of games. A functionalist style quite different to the monumentalist style of the Nazi 
games. More important to show that Germany was different than to talk about it. No 
displays of nationalism or gigantism - a light touch and informality not militaristic 
seriousness.!

• Colours used included light blues, greens, oranges etc. the colour red was studiously 
avoided. Colours chosen were considered to be apolitical. !

• The Olympic park was built on top of the previous site of the airport where the Munich 
agreement statesmen had flown in. An artificial landscape was built - softer and more 
natural compared to the classical monumentalism of the Nazi Olympics. The batwing roof 
of the stadium was supposed to symbolise the openness and transparency of the new 
state. Also to show the prowess of German engineering and ingenuity - cost 1/10 of 
entire games.!

• All of this sought to underline the fact that Munich was not Berlin.!
• The opening ceremony also disposed as many of the displays of nationalism and 

ritualise as possible. The German president was not greeted for example. German 
national anthem was only played once "it cannot be avoided" !

• This openness also contributed however to the lax security measures which allowed the 
terrorist attacks. They were seeking to avoid the impression that West Germany was any 
sort of police state. The 2000 police and guards were dressed in light blue and were 
unarmed.!!

The Terrorist Attack!
• On 5th September, Black September invaded the Israeli team room and killed 2 

hostages, taking a further 9!
• When the PLO asked to be flown out with their hostages it was considered unacceptable 

that Jews be flown out (deported) to meet certain death. Therefore a rescue was the only 
option. Germans were not really prepared for this. Marksmen were badly armed and I'll 
trained.!

• Reaction of government - shock and horror and grief for the victims including 
recriminations against terrorists. IOC set a memorial ceremony for 6 September. 
Heineman (president) condemned the actions of the Palestinians and their supporters.  !

• The event became more of a demonstration against terrorism and violence rather than a 
commemoration. The president had to stop for applause 6 times.!

• Expressions of sympathy with Israel were key to the response. The choice between 
Germany was the victims (it's games) and the Jewish victims.!

• Seen at the time as a watershed. Press noted the Germans and Israelis sharing their 
grief together. Also seen as an important stance of Germans against international 
terrorism. !

• Immediate change in Germany. Greater security at games - set up terrorism unit. There 
were also changes, banning various Arab immigrants and groups. Race and immigration 
became a theme in political elections. !

• The games continued. However there was a clear awareness that this was making links 
to a Nazi past. However relations with Israel not damaged as they saw Germany's 
dealing with the terrorists as essentially an Israeli way of dealing with the situation.!

• Relationship not even damaged when some members of Black September released in 
return for pilots of a Lufthansa plane.!



• However, Germany was doing little to commemorate the events - only a small plaque. 
Shows Germany's focus being more on its own victim hood. It was not until 1995 that the 
Wailing Beam was installed marking a real commemoration. These should not be 
confused with a sense of loss for the victims, more connected with moving on from a 
Nazi past.


